BINGO

Evolution

Innovative and modern rehab pushchair.

Designed and hand built in Germany.

BINGO

Evolution

The rehab pushchair for all challenges in a proven concept.
BINGO Evolution Cross: The innovative and modern rehab push chair
HOGGI extends its range of rehab buggies for kids and adolescents with the addition of BINGO
Evolution Cross - the new solid rehab buggy meeting the challenging needs of daily
applications. Furthermore the version BINGO Evolution Cross convinces with its extreme stable
back frame and large rear wheels for all outdoor situations.
The drum brake (basic configuration of BINGO Evolution Cross) ensures reliable control even on
inclined terrain. Thanks to the compact construction of the mobility base, BINGO Evolution Cross
provides extreme agility - an advantagein crowded pedestrian zones as well as in narrows of the
terrain.

Size 2

Size 2 XL

Seat width

18 - 30 cm

23 - 35 cm

23 - 35 cm

Seat depth

16 - 34 cm

22 - 40 cm

30 - 45 cm

Tilt in space seat unit
Seat unit front facing
Seat unit rear facing

45°
45°

45°
45°

45°
-

Back height

45 - 63 cm

54 - 75 cm

62 - 83

Recline
Seat unit front facing
Seat unit rear facing

90° - 160°
90° - 160°

90° - 160°
90° - 160°

90° - 135°
-

Lower leg length

16 - 37 cm

16 - 40 cm

16 - 40 cm

Height of push bar

75 - 110 cm

75 - 110 cm

86 - 118 cm

Overall width

63 cm

68 cm

68 cm

Folding size (L x W x H)

78 x 62 x 38 cm

78 x 67 x 38 cm

78 x 67 x 38 cm

Weight limit
Seat unit
Mobility base

50 kg
60 kg

50 kg
60 kg

50 kg
60 kg
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The adaptability and the ability to grow with the child, correspond to those of BINGO Evolution.

